Reference
Data
Management

Would you build a house
starting with the roof?
We don’t know about you, but we’d rather start
with solid foundations.
The same applies for your Master Data Governance project. Everyone knows about the critical
importance of Master Data Management, and
about the need to consolidate and harmonize
your Master Data in accordance with adequate
governance processes. If you have a complex
SAP system landscape that requires strict and
consistent governance processes to ensure the
highest data quality, SAP Master Data Governance is the right solution for your business.

But wait…
…what about the right Reference Data foundations, e.g. your currencies, payment terms, regions, company codes or units of measure? Are
they integrated in your governance processes?
Or do they represent a blind spot?
Without a solid concept around them, your
Master Data Governance project may become
as fragile as a card house.
Our Reference Data Management for SAP Master Data Governance is the answer!

Why it matters
Reference Data maintenance is critically important because of the already mentioned fundamental nature. Reference Data make up an essential part of your governance processes, and poorly maintained it
can drastically affect every single business process of your company, resulting in:
•
•
•
•

Long and unreliable processes in Sales, Purchasing, Logistics and Finance
Wrong decisions because of reporting based on low quality data
Spoiled goods, inefficient storage and other commercial risks
High costs when IT systems need to be connected

If you want to make your company run as effectively and efficiently as possible, there is no way around
using our SAP Master Data Governance Add-On for Reference Data Management (RDM) to improve
business processes in your organization.

The Itego RDM Solution
Keep in mind that Itego RDM is, unlike other Reference Data Governance solutions, easy to install and
apply. Instead of simply providing a toolkit and then leaving you alone, Itego provides all the necessary
components for the implementation, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Data Model
Rule Based Workflows
Adjustable User Interfaces
Data Transfer for Initial Load
Data Replication and Local Staging Area

The combination of Itego RDM with functionalities from SAP MDG results in a powerful application that
will make your business run smooth & stable without having the need for long and unnecessary implementation projects.
In addition to the reference data object types, RDM offers you a broad variety of functionalities, which
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preconfigured Roles
Preconfigured Workflows
Reference Data Search
Language Dependent Texts
Additional Metadata
Local Staging Area
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